Case study

Rapido boosted in-app

37.60%

conversions, achieving a

increase in first ride with Appnext

About Rapido

Rapido is a bike taxi and auto service spread widely across all of India from
Tier I to Tier III cities. The app allows you to book bike taxis and autos with
the minimum wait time, maximum safety and is super easy on your pockets.
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Rapido's journey since its inception has been nothing short of remarkable,
with an exhaustive user base across bike taxis and autos of over 20 million,
(pegged to touch over 40 million in 2022), 1 million daily order across bike
and auto taxis, over 400,000 Captains, and over 25 million app downloads,
and operations in over 100+ cities. Today, Rapido is playing a pivotal role in
transforming commuting for Indians and has become a disruptor in the
mobility landscape.

The Challenge

As there are many apps in the ondemand economy, it was vital to

r
right
users from 
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implement a precise geotargeting

Ta get the

strategy to ensure Rapido is
targeting and engaging users in the
cities where the product is available. 

 

Rapido partnered with Appnext,
looking for a unique way to engage
with tech-savvy audience, and find
new marketing channels to expand.
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.



The campaign goal was to

: acquire new

paying customers (users who complete
at least one ride on a bike or a taxi) 

in the targeted cities.

The

Solution

Appnext

'Timeline' technology based on real-time signals like

recently used app, recently installed apps, interests etc target

the
the users

who are likely to install and travel using the app

GEO Targeting : The campaign ran on OEMs( on device
recommendations) with GEO, city-specific targeting based on data and
signals our recommendation engine identified.
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Understanding that in order to drive
true growth, it’s important to look

36.58%
higher install-

beyond the install. Rapido leveraged

to-event rate

Appnext’s technology achieving a

36.58% higher install-to-event rate.
Focusing on driving user interaction,
Appnext helped Rapido increase in-

37.60%
higher in-app

app conversions, achieving a

37.60% increase in first ride.

“

conversions

Appnext has been our primary source of driving acquisition and In
app conversions. Owing to the exclusive on device placements and
full transparency Appnext provides, we have been able to scale up
our operations steadily. The team is very co-operative and dedicated
towards fulfilling our business goals.

”

Arsh Bhatt 

Performance Marketing
Manager @ Rapido

BENEFITS

Exclusive OEM partnerships that
have integrated Appnext’s unique
recommendation engine enabling
highly intent users to intuitively
discover apps and services directly
on their devices

Faster time to install enabled by
Appnext ‘Timeline’ -a proprietary AIdriven predictive analytics
technology that maximizes user’s
context, analyze intent and boost
engagemen

Multiple continuous and seamless
touchpoints to ensure valuable and
repeated customer engagements
throughout the daily mobile journey
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and on-device discovery

Through its direct partnerships with
top OEMs, operators and app
developers, Appnext creates a

y

recommendation
engine on the market,
encompassing both
in-app and on-device
discovery

discovery experience in over 10,000
mobile touchpoints.
Powered by proprietary AI technology, Appnext’ Timeline’ predicts the type
of apps users are likely to utilize next and recommends which ones to install.
Appnext’s recommendations are helping app marketers reach more engaged
users and get their apps discovered, used and reused.

appnext.com

